JOIN US FOR THE OFFICIAL LAUNCH OF THE

An association for our major contributors who generously donated
$1,000 or more.

Saturday, October 8, 2022
Brunch & Program
10:00am
Beavercreek Country Club
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There will be a silent auction featuring trips of a lifetime!
For more information, visit beavercreekwetlands.org/trailblazer or
contact Jacki Mayer, Executive Director at
jmayer@beavercreekwetlands.org.

Beautiful Blooms – Willow Asters will appear in August at Pearl’s Fen

In the previous issue of this
newsletter (Spring, 2022), I wrote
about the increase in atmospheric
carbon dioxide (CO2) that has
contributed substantially to planetary
warming. In the short time since
writing that essay, dire news about
climate change has continued to
accumulate. Antarctica saw
temperatures up to 70oF (40oC)
above normal, and a major Antarctic
ice shelf (the Conger) has collapsed.
India suffered a severe heat wave,
the western US is experiencing
historic drought, and Australia’s
Great Barrier Coral Reef has
experienced another major bout of
bleaching, induced by warmer

oceans acidified by CO2. What can
be done to slow the pace of changes
like these? The obvious answer is
that we need to reduce the
abundance of atmospheric CO2.
Achieving that will require both
that we reduce emissions – the rate
at which we add CO2 to the
atmosphere – and that we remove
CO2 already circulating. Achieving
the former – getting nations and
individuals to reduce CO2 emissions
– has proven remarkably difficult. It
has therefore become imperative that
we also pursue the second strategy,
to remove CO2 from the atmosphere.
How might that be done?

https://www.cbinsights.com/research/direct-air-capture-corporate-carbon-reduction/

The first thing to recognize is
that the scale of this problem is
huge. Global release of CO2 from
burning fossil fuels is about 35
gigatons (Gt) of CO2 per year (one
Gt is a billion tons!!), and about half
of that ends up in the atmosphere.
(The rest is absorbed by plants or
dissolves in the oceans.) Achieving
climate stability requires that we
figure out how to soak up A LOT of
CO2!
There are two major strategies
for removing CO2. The first is to use
natural processes – basically to
increase the global rate of
photosynthesis, in which plants
absorb CO2. These days, the most
widely advocated nature-based
strategy is the proposal to plant an
additional one trillion trees. Both
governmental and non-governmental
organizations have joined this effort.
But can the trillion-tree strategy
work? Doing so would add fully
one-third again as many trees as
currently exist on the planet; is there
room for that? The nature of those
plantings matters, too; some
proposed projects would plant
monocultures of trees that would
minimally support biodiversity and
natural ecology. Other concerns
include that the trees would displace
other valuable lands (natural
habitats; agricultural lands; valued
open space) and that trees would
reduce earth’s reflectivity, thereby
retaining more heat. Planting trees is
helpful – but it cannot be the entire
solution.
Any plant-based system can
capture and hold CO2, and
photosynthesis could be enhanced in
other natural systems, too. For
example, adding nutrients like iron
into the ocean might stimulate
growth of marine algae, which then
would sink to the ocean floor,
carrying the CO2 they have captured;
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that has been tried, but so far
without success. Enhancement of
coastal ecosystems with high rates of
photosynthesis that absorb CO2 also
could help. In salt marshes, plant
growth, with its trapped CO2,
accumulates as peat; in coastal
agriculture like kelp farming, it
could be harvested for food.
Likewise on land, conserving or
restoring peatlands (including, for
example, local bogs and fens, but
also vast acres of arctic and tropical
wetlands) is a high priority.
Peatlands accumulate carbon-rich
dead plant matter and actually “store
twice as much carbon as all the
planet’s forests combined – though
they cover only a tenth of the
landmass.”
Natural approaches to removing
excess atmospheric CO2 cannot by
themselves solve the problem.
Technological solutions to scrub
CO2 from the air, known as “direct
air capture,” also are needed. These
approaches draw air past some sort
of chemical surface that reacts with
(“captures”) the CO2, then that CO2
is driven off so that the absorbing
chemical can be re-used. The
resulting pure CO2 might be put into
long-term storage, such as by
injecting it underground into old oil
wells or by exposing it to reactive
minerals (“carbon mineralization”),
or it might be used for industrial
purposes.
The challenge to this industry is
huge, especially given the low
concentration of CO2 in the air and
the vast amounts that need to be

An artist’s rendering of a direct-air-capture facility.

removed. Direct-air-capture facilities
are very expensive; who will pay?
Other challenges include the amount
of absorbent chemical that’s
required, the huge amount of energy
needed to run the processes at scale,
the infrastructure to transport and
store the extracted CO2, and the land
needed to house the massive
operations.
Just this May, the US
Department of Energy (DoE) is
announcing investment of $3.5B to
kickstart the direct-air-capture
industry. The four facilities that
DOE intends to fund will
collectively remove 4 million tons of
CO2 per year, equivalent to taking
~750,000 gas-powered cars off the
road. That might sound like a lot, but
remember, global CO2 emissions are
~35 BILLION tons per year. Direct
air capture of CO2 is likely to
become a huge world-wide industry;

the challenge has been compared to
the quest for space travel.
As stated by The World
Resources Institute, “the most costeffective and lowest risk strategy for
building out carbon removal
capacity involves developing and
deploying a variety of approaches in
tandem. Each carbon removal
approach offers promise and
challenges.” We cannot afford to put
all of our eggs in one basket. As
individuals, each of us can reduce
our own carbon footprint. Beyond
that, we should support carbon
capture in whatever ways we can –
whether by planting trees or by
lobbying our representatives to
invest in carbon capture strategies.
– David Goldstein
BCWA Board President

On May 14, this wood
duck perched on a stump
next to the boardwalk at
Siebenthaler Fen. Such a
beautiful bird, but hard to
photograph because they
can be very skittish.
- Mike Mushala
See this newsletter online at beavercreekwetlands.org/news-updates
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A young man named Wyatt
Hughes received a 2021 Ohio State
Beekeepers Association (OSBA)
scholarship to support his 4-H
project in beekeeping. Wyatt, age
14, sought a mentor and found

Wyatt grafting
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Dwight Wells, a master beekeeper
and co-founder of Ohio Queen Bee
Improvement Project. Wells guided
Wyatt through the processes of
catching, handling, and caring for
the bees and hives. He did not
purchase bees, but rather learned to

catch swarming,
feral bees.
Catching local
swarms
acclimated to
Ohio winters is
vital to their
survival. Wyatt
learned where to look for the
swarms and how to rescue them by
bringing them to his hives. Wyatt's
mother, Maddie Mullins, was
learning about bees right alongside
her son. As Wyatt accumulated more
bees and, therefore, more hives,
Maddie enlisted her mother, Lisa
Myers, to help.
Their original intent was not to
harvest the honey, but to add hives
to ensure the bees had ample room.
After accumulating fifteen hives,
they quickly learned harvesting the
honey was the best way to create
more space. Last summer they had
three honey extractions with each
extraction producing 200 to 300
pounds of honey! They packaged the
honey and their business Blue Collar
Honey Bees was born.
It is now truly a family business.
Wyatt's brothers and sisters (Wriley
age 11, Harper age 9, Hudson age 8

Wriley and Harper working in the
hive.

and Wesley age 7) all took an
interest in beekeeping and play an
active role in working in the hives,
extracting honey, and helping at
events. They now own three kidssize bee suits. Wyatt, now 15, has
changed his role. His interests in
photography, sales and marketing
have turned his focus to packaging
and creating content for their
Facebook page. His next project
is to create a commercial for
Blue Collar Honey Bees. They
currently care for twenty-seven
hives and have a goal of selling
bees next year.
Maddie loves the affect this
has had on the children. Wyatt
was learning about and doing
tasks like grafting queens
(transferring larva from the
worker cell of the hive to an
artificial queen cell) that some
experienced beekeepers have not
done. The kids interact with
adults and expertly display their
knowledge about and passion for

Bee swarm at Siebenthaler Fen
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bees. Maddie says, "When you buy a
jar of honey you are not just getting
a jar you get a whole story.” Maddie
does not think the kids have a full
understanding on the environmental

impact of their work.
They just think they are
having fun!

Outreach Director

½

Photos by Blue Collar Honey Bees

– Beth Edsall

Wyatt and his mother, Maddie set up at the Fall
Farm Fest in Miami County Park District.

E. Lovejoy, examines
the megaforests
scattered over our
planet and considers
the way the people in
those forests take
care of it. One of the
many ways discussed
was to close roads
that take loggers to
the places they work.
The other book,
Guardians of the Trees is by Kanari
Webb, M.D. She found a way to
prevent logging by providing health
care to the people living there using
a barter system in a non-profit
organization. Loggers were logging
to pay for health care they needed
and could not afford. I learned a lot
about the complicated task of saving
forests and saw that some things can
work, but I realized that the job is so

Basking barn swallow at Cemex
Reserve

large that these individual efforts are
not enough. Both books recognize
multiple methods will be needed to
get the excess CO2 out of
atmosphere. These books are
enjoyable reads and I suggest that
they will make you think about
climate change in new ways.
– Jim Amon
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Can the places we love survive?
Can we? It is happening now and
there is a need for immediate action.
We are dealing with centuries of
burning fossil fuels that were
deposited over millions of years.
Every nation on Earth is being
affected. Both the physical
environment we need and the living
one we depend on is at risk.
Temperatures are rising, storms are
getting worse, the oceans are rising
and becoming more acid, coral reefs
are bleaching, and people are
already dying. Many species have
already become scarce or extinct.
I recently read two books that
talk about forests. Forests take CO2
out of the atmosphere. They are one
of the ways we try to lower the
greenhouse effect caused by too
much atmospheric CO2. One, Ever
Green, by John W. Reid and Thomas

Unicorn clubtail at Phillips Park

Fiery skipper on Joe-Pye weed at
Pearl’s Fen

See this newsletter online at beavercreekwetlands.org/news-updates
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Weekday work by volunteers in April and May focused on
upgrading the north section of boardwalk at the Koogler
Wetland/Prairie Reserve. Greene County Parks and Trails,
owners of the reserve, provided most of the materials for the
upgrade. The project was completed in two phases on the 520foot section.
The first phase began using BCWA’s newly acquired
pneumatic post driver, powered by a donated air compressor,
powered by a borrowed generator The pneumatic post driver
drove 8-foot, pointed, treated 4” x 4” posts, four to five feet
into the ground. Then our 43-pound manual driver was used to
drive most posts to a 6-foot bury. Sections were raised with a
jack and chain to clear existing water levels and bolted to the
4x4 posts to be secure. A total of 264 feet of boardwalk was
raised to clear water levels.
The second phase of the project was to repair all damaged
boardwalk and raise the kickrail on each side of the boardwalk
to meet current standards and to make the boardwalk easier to
clean and less likely to deteriorate. Work started by adding
raised kickrail to the 97 feet of new boardwalk constructed
earlier in the spring. Work continued by removing all the
existing kickrail and adding blocks to raise it. During this
process, 32 feet of supporting structure was replaced, as was
40 deck boards and 13 kickrails.
A total of 268.25 volunteer hours over 25 work sessions
were put into the project led by Skip Beehler and Jim
Schneider. Volunteers working on the project included Jim
Amon, Allison Wilson, Brian Schmitz, Jacki Mayer, Buddy
Stack, Jim Hoyer, Wayne Cook, Tiernan Loy, Jim Robinson,
Tim Lawrence, Ken Moran and Kendal Hobbs.
A future project will be to raise the kickrail and make repairs
to the remaining 1280 feet of boardwalk on the south section
of the loop trail.
– Jim Schneider

Koogler Reserve now boasts this beautifully
upgraded boardwalk.

Work on constructing the new
boardwalk at Dave Nolin Wetland Reserve
began in early June. This is part of phase 2
of the Spotted Turtle Trail Project. The
boardwalk planks are made of recycled
plastic that will last much longer than
wood. This section of boardwalk will be
about 2,000 feet (one-third a mile) when
complete. Work will continue through the
summer on Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays. Join us! No experience is
necessary. For more information about
volunteering, contact Beth Edsall at
bedsall@beavercreekwetlands.org today!
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Land Management Chair

Volunteers form an assembly line to cut and stack the plastic boards.
Left to Right: Eric Bee, Tom McCrate, Aswat Sivakumar, Skip Beehler,
Jim Schneider, Mike Smith
Spotted Turtle – Summer 2022
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A praying mantis hitches a ride on
Sarah’s backpack at a volunteering
event.
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Sarah has been volunteering
with Beaver Creek Wetlands
Association for several years now.
She appreciates the opportunity to be
part of the development of this
wonderful organization in our area.

So much is happening out there now,
especially with the Spotted Turtle
Trail project going on, it is hard to
keep track!
This summer, Sarah decided to
take time to lead some really fun
hikes in several of the wetland areas
and hopes to make many discoveries
with anyone who signs up to join
her; it is a constant learning process
for everyone, including Sarah!
Sarah has also been active with
the group that works the Monarch
Waystation for some time now. All
the native plantings that live there
now were seeded and cared for these
last several years by volunteers. As
it has grown in beauty, so have the
number of people stopping by to
chat and ask questions so this area is
now a great place to show members
of the community “what is
possible”. Lots of butterflies use this
area now for their life cycles but the
action really heats up at summer's
end when the Monarchs start flying!
Sarah’s interest in nature began
very early in life; she seemed
particularly attracted to snakes much
to the chagrin of her poor mother! It
wasn't long before neighbors were
knocking on the Potter Home door
with something wild in their hands
for Sarah to identify or asking her to
“come quick, see what we found!”

Sarah found and caught a crayfish
at Pearl’s Fen.

Sarah is currently pursuing a
degree in Biology at Wright State
and plans to continue her activities
with the wetlands or whatever wild
and natural place life lands her.
– Kathy Potter
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It is such a joy to take a hike with Sarah. She
is knowledgeable and excited to explore her
surrounds whether it be under logs or in the trees.
Looking for a four or five leaf clover? Just ask
Sarah! She has a keen eye and spots plants and
animals the rest of us miss.
Sarah has recently become one of our regular
volunteers to lead walks on topics including
wildflowers, vernal pools and reptiles and
amphibians. Take a walk with Sarah. You never
know what you might see!
– Beth Edsall
Outreach Director

Here she spots an orange peel fungus at Pearl’s Fen.

See this newsletter online at beavercreekwetlands.org/news-updates
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Clearing out invasive
honeysuckle

Clean seeds

Ecological restoration holds one of the keys to climate change control. That
is, the way we restore habitats in the places we conserve should be based on the
best information science can provide. Our knowledge of how restoration methods
influence the outcome of our efforts is growing but not complete. Our best way to
plan a good restoration of a wetland is to observe the kinds of plants, animals, soil,
and water in a high-quality wetland and try to reproduce most of that mix of factors
in the wetland under restoration.
Restoration often is needed because the water that makes the land wet has
been drained away. Removing the cause of the drainage can be a good start and is
often the simplest step. To do it correctly, we want to establish the correct
hydrologic regime (water depth, flow, source).
To plant the desired species, we must determine the type of wetland soil. The
soils may have changed due to farming practices and now have undesirable or
invasive plants that may need to be eliminated. After we determine the soil type,
the next step is to study how it supports different plants and animals and what those
living communities look like.
The number of plant species is important, but the number of each species is
often more critical. By observing stable wetlands in our area, we notice some
species can be dominant while others occur in lesser numbers. Groups of plants in
various patches appear throughout a wetland and may indicate a different type of
wetland soil. We don’t yet know enough to predict where those groupings belong
in the landscape, but we can create some of them based on what we have seen. Just
clustering a few plantings single species often works. Over time, the species
planted will live or die and other things take their place. Some initial planting will
modify their environment making it suitable for others in what scientists call
ecological succession. That usually happens naturally where glaciers melt back or
where volcanic activity opens new lands for habitats to form.
Once planting is complete, hydrology, soil, and plant community structure
will naturally direct the next series of steps. If the area was improperly restored,
soils may have seeds of non-wetland plants that could compete with the desired
plants. Animals, and floods may inoculate new seeds, both good and bad, to your
restored wetland. Some of these occurrences we cannot control well, and we use all
we know about ecology to direct the recovery of the wetland to a habitat we think
should thrive in that location. With time, the animals you expect will slowly move
back into their normal habitat.
– Jim Amon

Queen of the Prairie grown
from seed

Photos by Jim Amon

Planting grown seedlings at
site
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Wetland plants maturing in the restored wet prairie

Beautiful Ohio
spiderwort blooms
in the restored
wetland
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On a very chilly May 4, 2022, 164 fourth
graders from LT Ball Intermediate School in
Tipp City, descended upon the City of Fairborn’s
Oakes Quarry for the new Fabulous Fossils
program. Ohio Certified Volunteer Naturalist,
Karen Power, did an amazing job of creating this
multifaceted program for the kids. She designed
six lessons taught at separate stations. Pixie
Edsall led the Crinoid lesson, David Goldstein
led the Fossils lesson, Lois Gschwender led the
Trilobite lesson, Lynn Johnson led the Glacier
lesson, Ken Moran led the Leave No Trace
Students creating a crinoid from a pipe cleaner and Cheerios to
lesson and Ann O’Brien led the Rocks lesson.
reconstruct its shape.
The students split into groups to visit each of the
six stations then Karen led them on a hike in the quarry to find fossils. Jeri Getts assisted Karen on the hikes. The
kids had a wonderful time, and the teachers are already planning to bring next year's fourth grade classes.
The Fabulous Fossils volunteers will gather again this
summer to teach to a group of fifty students. This program is so
amazing we decided to offer it to other schools and youth groups
requesting an outdoor learning experience.
If you know of a large group who would be interested in
participating in and learning from this program, please contact
me at bedsall@beavercreekwetlands.org.
– Beth Edsall

Students see artist’s rendition of what living
trilobites might have looked like.

Left: Student showing off
his Cheerio crinoid.
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Right: Students
inspecting different types
of rocks and learning
how volcanos change
and create rocks.

Volunteers enjoying lunch donated by Beavercreek Pizza Dive: (L to R)
Lynn Johnson, Ken Moran, Lois Gschwender, Jeri Getts, Karen Power,
and David Goldstein

Students learn how not to disturb wildlife. If
you can’t cover an animal with a thumb,
you are too close!

See this newsletter online at beavercreekwetlands.org/news-updates
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Trailblazing Hope Outdoors youth
posing for a picture on the tower at
Siebenthaler Fen.

(SICSA) with their Paw Partner
Program. This program pairs
volunteers with dogs who need an
outdoor nature experience other than
the kennel runs on site. Dog-loving
BCWA members walk in the phase
one area of the Spotted Turtle Trail
project. We encourage the
community to enjoy and appreciate
the wetlands. Win-win!
Whether it is a love for animals,
an outdoor wilderness experience for
youth, or preserving wetlands, each
organization has a passion to help.
By partnering, we strengthen and
expand our relationship with the
community while at the same time
bringing these communities closer.
– Beth Edsall
Outreach Director

Eagle Scouts building an 80-foot
section of boardwalk at Koogler
Reserve in 2019.

Over the years, Eagle Scout
service projects have made the
wetlands more accessible and
enjoyable. Several bridges built by
Eagle Scouts, keep visitor’s feet dry
in the wetlands. Hundreds of feet of
boardwalk are the handywork of
scouts and keep an eye out for them
working on another boardwalk
project this fall. More recently, new
benches were installed at James P.
Amon Biodiversity Reserve, and
they replaced benches at
Siebenthaler Fen.
The Dayton Hikers are active
supporters and participants in
building the Spotted Turtle Trail.
Thanks to their donations and
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The success of Beaver Creek
volunteering, we are accomplishing
Wetlands Association is due, in part, our goals to build the trail. When
to its partnerships with local
complete, their active hikers will
governments and parks departments. have miles of trails to trek.
These mutually beneficial
alliances enabled BCWA to
restore more than 2,400 acres of
wetlands over the last thirty-four
years. Additionally, we have
partnered with many nonprofit
organizations to advance our
mission. These collaborations
raise awareness about BCWA to
their members and followers and
introduce their organization to us.
Dayton Hikers cutting honeysuckle at
Icing on the cake for both
Dave Nolin Wetland Reserve
nonprofits is generating new
members, donations, or volunteers.
Trailblazing Hope Outdoors’
website states their, “goal [is] to
provide Miami Valley youth the
healing benefits of nature through
outdoor recreation and education
opportunities.” Our knowledgeable
volunteers provide walks to explore
and teach them about the wetlands,
plants, and wildlife.
Currently, we are helping The
Society for the Improvement of
Conditions for Stray Animals

Dogs up for adoption at SICSA get a nature experience thanks to volunteers
who walk them at Phillips Park. Left to Right: Kendall Hobbs, Peyton
Hobbs, Kayli Doom, and Rebecca Templeton

www.sicsa.org

www.trailblazinghope.com

daytonhikers.com
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Prothonotary warbler (left) seen at Phillips Park has a
grey-colored wing while the yellow warbler (right)seen
at Siebenthaler Fen has red streaks on its chest.

Photo by Beth Edsall

Nodding lady’s tresses at
Pearl’s Fen

Bumblebee on fen thistle at
Pearl’s Fen

Photo by David Goldstein

Photo by Allen McGrew
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Spotted sandpiper hunting for food at
Oakes Quarry
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Shandah Brannen joined Beaver Creek Wetlands Association as
the Administrative Coordinator in May 2022. She has a Bachelor of
Arts degree from Wilmington College of Ohio with a Major in
Criminal Justice and Minor in Social and Political Studies.
Environmental conservation and education are very dear to
Shandah’s heart. She is proud to support BCWA’s mission.
Shandah worked for Montgomery County Juvenile Court for 5
years after college. First as a Work Therapy Specialist and then as a
Juvenile Probation Officer. She left the court to pursue a career in
Environmental Education and Conservation at the end of 2009.
Shandah was the volunteer coordinator for the Feed Dayton Urban
Farming Program in 2010. She then joined Aullwood Audubon
Center and Farm as a Naturalist intern in 2010-2011. She also
supported Green County Parks and Trails seasonally in 2011 as a
Naturalist Aid. Life circumstance caused her to pause this pursuit for the next 10 years. During that time, she grew
her family and worked providing world-class customer service in the e-commerce industry. She supervised highperforming phone, chat, and email customer service teams for BathandBodyWorks.com and VictoriasSecret.com.
Shandah shares her home in Xenia, Ohio with her husband, Scott, and two school age children. They spend their
free time camping, gardening, and hiking.

Blue-winged teals take flight at Phillips Park

See this newsletter online at beavercreekwetlands.org/news-updates
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Volunteers Kendall Hobbs, Ariya Naik and Jaya Das Schober
man the BCWA booth at the Pollinator Expo.

